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PREFACE

The primary purpose of this thesis is to give the pro-

spective performer of Schumann's piano works a better under-

standing of his many works for the piano and to give the

pianist, and musicians in general, a better understanding

of the pianistic devices employed by Schumann in his works

for this instrument.

Only in the past few years have the compositions of

Robert Schumann been given the careful consideration of both

the performer and the writer. In order that pianists may

better appreciate the skill and artistry which are to be

found in his pieces for the piano, this study of Robert Schu-

mann has been made. The material in this thesis is presented

in the following arrangement:

In Chapter I the writer first describes briefly the

political and cultural conditions of Europe, and Germany in

particular, just prior to Robert Schumann's birth and during

the early years of his life. Second, he discusses the

various aspects of Schumann's life with particular emphasis

on his proclivities toward piano composition, his literary

achievements, and his marriage to Clara Wieck.

In Chapter II the writer first discusses the virtuosic

style of composition, a shallow and unprogressive style which

Y



gained tremendous popularity throughout Europe during the

early part of the nineteenth century. Second, he relates

Schumann' s achievements as a composer for the piano; included

are examples of devices that he used in regard to such things

as form, harmony, and rhythm. No attempt is made to relate

or describe his works written in other media, since it is

generally agreed that the piano was Schumann's most natural

form of expression; it is largely in this field that one

finds the new devices.

In Chapter III the writer summarizes the critical opin-

ions regarding Schumann's merits as a piano composer after

which a chronological list of his published piano works is

given.

It is hoped by the writer that this thesis will furnish

a basis for a better understanding of Schumann's piano music,

and, by explaining some of his basic characteristics, will

lend encouragement and assistance to the pianist as he per-

forms it.

vi



CHAPTER I

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF SCHUMANN

Robert Schumann was born in Zwickau, Germany, on June 8,

1810. Just before his birth, King Jerome Bonaparte1 (1784-

1860) with 16,000 soldiers had been quartered in Zwickau.

At Jena, a small town approximately forty miles from Zwickau,

Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821) had vanquished the Prussians.

When he was but two years old, Schumann witnessed 150,000

French soldiers parading through the streets on their way to

attempt the conquest of Russia, the region of so many mili-

tary failures. Hearing martial music frequently as a very

small child quite conceivably instilled a love of marches

within him.2

It was not long before the fond dreams of Napoleon were

shattered, and the Grand Army began to struggle westward

across Central Europe. In Zwickau they requisitioned most

of the available food, leaving the townspeople to make out

as best they could. The Napoleonic legends which were ex-

tremely popular during Schumann's formative years undoubt-

edly had a tremendous influence on his literary writings and

1Youngest brother of Napoleon Bonaparte.

2Robert Haven Schauffler, Florestan, p. 3.

1
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musical compositions (especially those for the piano), and

on those of his contemporaries. "This period, when the

first decade of the nineteenth century was moving into the

second, was one that tended to nourish sensitive imagination

throughout the world. 

The list of famous persons born during this period is

a long one: Among them were Abraham Lincoln, Charles Darwin,

William Gladstone, Edgar Allan Poe, Alfred Tennyson, Oliver

Wendell Holmes, William Thackeray, Horace Greeley, Charles

Dickens, Robert Browning, David Livingstone, Felix Mendels-

sohn, Frederic Chopin, Franz Liszt, Guiseppe Verdi, and

Richard Wagner.

Inspired by political upheavals, the world of the arts
was turning away from austere, form loving classicism
to the individualistic freedom of the Romantic Period.
German literature had already shown the way with
Johann L. Tieck, August Schlegel, the luxuriant fanta-
sies of Jean P. Richter, and the fevered fictions of
E. T. A. Hoffman. In music, Franz Schubert and Carl
Maria Von Weber were beginning to follow suit.4

After the strife of the Napoleonic era, after years of

relinquished rights on the part of the bourgeoisie, the time

was really ripe for a spirit of relaxation. It was a time

for Philistinism, 5 characterized by Gottlieb Biedermeier,6

Ibid., p. 4. 4lbid.

5Those persons who were content with current prosaic
styles and who would not even consider new ideas were called
Philistines by Schumann.

6
The imaginary Philistine author of poems by Ludwig

Eichrodt (1827-1848).
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the comic character and author whose verses appeared in the

Fliegende Blatter, the favorite magazine of the bourgeoisie.

This period left indelible marks on romanticism which
were noticeable particularly in Germany, Austria and
France.

The tendency to escape from the sober drudgery of
ordinary life into the fantastic world of the imagina-
tion was strengthened in Germany by political events.
The democratic, liberal flare-up of the European powers
against Napoleon's tyranny was of short duration. After
the battles of Leipzig and La Belle Alliance in 1814,
after the capture of Paris and of Napoleon himself, re-
actionary tendencies in Germany and Austria speedily
extinguished the youthful spirit of liberty, and the
national enthusiasm accumulated in the so-called War of
Liberation in Germany soon found no other outlet for its
highstrung ecstasy than romantic poetry and literature.
Here, at least, imagination was free to indulge in ad-
venturous flights --the more remote, the better. Too
close touch with the actual state of affairs invited
trouble with the reactionary governments.7

Later Schumann in Germany and Hector Berlioz (1803-1869)

in France were to fight the Philistine and Biedermeier re-

spectively although they pursued different courses of action.

Berlioz' approach to the problem was warlike, whereas Schu-

mann's approach was idealistic.

Robert's parents, August and Johanna Schumann, were born

in Thuringia, the state which adjoins Saxony and which has

furnished the world with such noteworthy musicians as Hein-

rich Schatz, George F. Handel, J. S. Bach, and Richard Wagner.

Johanna was an intelligent woman, but her cultural back-

ground was practically non-existent. She made unceasing

Hugo Leichtentritt, Music, History, and Ideas, p. 206.
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attempts to discourage Robert from becoming a musician, re-

ferring to music as a "breadless art."

August Schumann was a publisher, novelist, journalist,

and an outstanding literary figure of the day. Although he

knew virtually nothing about the realm of music, he wished

to provide every opportunity for his son's musical tendencies

to develop. In order to gain Johanna's hand in marriage,

August had been forced to go into the grocery business; thus,

he knew all too well the painful plight of foregoing a chosen

profession, the very thing that Johanna wanted Robert to do.

Happily, the grocery business was completely abandoned four

years after the marriage.

The Schumann Brothers Book Shop, established in 1806 by

August Schumann and one of his brothers, was overflowing with

literary treasures in which Robert constantly reveled.8

The intellectual centre of these little towns was,
as a rule, the book-shop, where the local budget of
news took shape and was talked over in the evenings, as
the customers turned the pages of the latest literary
novelties from Leipzig, and exchanged comments on the
great events which followed one upon the other with
such dramatic diversity at the opening of the nineteenth
century.9

Schumann's life from the time of his birth until his

nineteenth year can be roughly divided' into two periods of

nine years each. The first nine-year period is one of child-

ish musical aspirations with a certain amount of success in

8Annie W. Patterson, Schumann, pp. 6-7.
9 Victor Basch, Schumann, p. 4.
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the realm of composition. The second shows a divergence of

interest. Because of scholastic discipline and a desire to

obtain a broader cultural background, he became extremely

interested in poetry.

Robert Schumann began his education under a pupil of

the local high school who was residing at the Schumann home.

At this time some of the rudiments of music were taught him.

From the age of six through the age of ten he was sent to

Dr. Dohner's Private School. Here, at the age of seven, he

composed his first piano pieces. Such distinguishing quali-

ties as ambition, charm, ability, and leadership were already

apparent during these early years.

An old schoolmaster and organist, J. G. Kuntsch (1775-

1855), was engaged for the purpose of giving Schumann piano

lessons when the latter was seven years old. Actually

Kuntsch was quite inadequate as a performer and knew practi-

cally nothing about counterpoint and harmony. These lessons

lasted only a few years, for the pupil progressed so rapidly

and possessed such marvelous talent that Kuntsch finally de-

clared that the student had completely outstripped him.

At the age of eleven Schumann played the piano accompa-

niment at a performance of Friederick Schneider's Last Judg-
ment, which was conducted by Kuntsch. Two years later Robert

composed a setting for the one hundred and fiftieth Psalm

which was publicly performed. When fourteen he aided his
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father in the preparation of a book entitled Picture Gallery

of the Most Famous Men of All Nations and Times. At this

time, August Schumann attempted to procure Karl Maria von

Weber as a pianoforte teacher for his son but failed. Some

historians are inclined to believe that Schumann's mother

prevented the plan from materializing.

In 1820 he entered the fourth class at the Lyceum in

Zwickau; he was to remain at this school for the next eight

years. During this period his musical interest appears to

have waned because of the interference of his schoolwork and

other interests. In reality, he was attracted to poetry be-

fore music. His first loves were minor poets such as Uz and

Gleim, and such authors as Horace, Tacitus, and Sallust.

Piano duets were popular in Schumann's youth, and he and the

local bandmaster's son read through arrangements of Beetho-

von's symphonies and selections by Haydn, Mozart, Weber, and

Czerny. When twelve years old he received a grand piano from

his father as a reward for these efforts. His ability to

play extemporaneously was quite amazing. Through his key-

board wanderings, he discovered many new harmonic devices

which were used freely in his piano works.

An anonymous essay published in 1850 by Breitkopf andHrtel says that "even as a boy, Schumann had a special
inclination and gift for painting feelings and charac-
teristics in tones; indeed, it is said that he was ableby certain passages to depict on the piano so exactly
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and comically that they doubled up with howls of lauh-
ter on recognizing the resemblance of the portrait."UJ

Johanna Schumann was determined that her son should be-

come a lawyer, and after the death of August Schumann in

1826, which left Robert alone in his struggle to become a

musician, she and Gottlob Rudel,11 Robert's newly-appointed

guardian, were able to persuade him to pursue a law course.

Schumann visited Leipzig just before graduating from the ly-

ceum in order to make arrangements for entering the law

school of the University of Leipzig. The law studies at

Leipzig, which began in his eighteenth year, did not have an

auspicious beginning, for Schumann regarded law unfavorably

from the very first. At this time a rapidly growing interest

in the works of Jean Paul Richter (1763-1825) was influencing

most of his thoughts and was consuming a large portion of

his daily activity.

The activities and interests of his classmates seemed

coarse and shallow to Schumann, so he had little to do with

his fellow students. He was from the very beginning a member

of a recognized party, which had among its leaders some of

the greatest poets and essayists of the age, including Wil-

helm Wackenroder,12 Johann L. Tieck, and Friedrich Hardenberg.

Schauffler, a. cit., p. 14.

A merchant of Zwickau.

1 2 Better known as Novalis.
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This contact led him to become one of the most literary of

all the great composers.13 The one bright spot of this first

year at Leipzig was the meeting with the renowned piano

teacher, Friedrich Wieck (1785-1873), from whom he took a

few lessons. However, his practicing was sporadic, and he

absolutely refused to undertake theoretical learning. He

was usually prodigal far beyond his means, constantly squan-

dering his allowance and then having to cajole Rudel into

sending him money. Several works were written during the

year which were never published. The stay in Leipzig was

not unpleasant in all respects, for he was able to play much

ensemble music with several music-loving friends. Also, he

met Wieck's daughter, Clara, who was later to become his wife.

Clara was but eight years old at this time; she was one of

the most renowned prodigies of her day and later was a tre-

mendous influence in bringing his pianoforte works before the

public.

When the term at Leipzig ended, he left for Heidelberg,

supposedly to continue his law studies. This colorful old

city proved a happy spot. Quite a few of his friends were

already enrolled in the university when he entered. He de-

voted seven hours each day to piano practice, and never

opened the law books outside of class. The Abegg Variations,

Q. 1, begun in Leipzig, were finished in Heidelberg, and

13 Hn
W. H. Hadow, Studies in Modern M music, p. 150.
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despite their peculiarities, were received with much favor

by the critics although the public at large was unable to

fully comprehend this iconoclastic work. These variations

were fragmentary, and the continuity of them was somewhat

nebulous. During the year, his second year of law study,

the crucial decision was made to abandon legal studies and

to concentrate entirely on becoming a concert pianist.

When the school year at Heidelberg was over, Schumann

decided to spend part of the summer vacation in Switzerland

and northern Italy. He had financial difficulties in Italy

and was ill during part of the trip. Apparently the excur-

sion did not make a lasting impression on him, for one can

hardly find any trace of Italian influence in his music.

At Easter, 1830, he heard the famous violin virtuoso,

Nicolo Paganini (1782-1840). This experience broke down the

last hesitation about his career. He wrote his mother about

his irrevocable decision and proposed that Friedrich Wieck

decide whether or not he possessed sufficient talent to be-

come a successful concert pianist. Of course, Wieck decided

in the affirmative, and Johanna, recognizing the inevitable,

gave her consent. In the middle of September, 1830, the

young hopeful was off to Leipzig once again, but this time

to study piano and not the despised law. He had indomitable

hopes of becoming the finest concert pianist in the world. 4

14Schauffler, oE. cit., p. 34.
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Interestingly enough, this was the same year in which Chopin

began his artistic life in Paris and the same year in which

Hector Berlioz freed himself from the Conservatoire.

Schumann was inordinately desirous of making up for time

lost studying law, but unfortunately, after approximately six

months of diligent practice, he permanently injured his hand

by a mechanical contrivance he had devised to speed up his

technical progress. Luckily, the misfortune was taken philo-

sophically, for he knew that he could still compose and could

still improvise. This fateful event actually enabled Schu-

mann to discover rapidly his own creative abilities and

helped very largely to correct an interest in virtuosity for

its own sake, a natural fault of a young composer.15

After the injury, Schumann studied composition with

Heinrich Dorn (1804-1892), the musical director of Leipzigts

municipal theater.16 Dorn was a dry theoretician but an ex-

ceedingly competent instructor. Schumann proved to be ex-

tremely undisciplined and too freshly creative in Dorn's

eyes; consequently the studies were discontinued just when

canon in double counterpoint had been reached. The relation-

ship was amicable enough, for Dorn gave Schumann as much

freedom for originality as he possibly could. Paradoxically,

D. A. Ferguson, A History of Musical Thought, p. 330.

16Dorn later became the Kapellmeister at Riga, Cologne,
and Berlin, respectively.
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Schumann had felt that Dorn placed too much emphasis on fugal

instruction while studying with him; however, within five

years after the studies with Dorn had ended, Schumann was

ascribing the most glowing epithets imaginable to Bach's

The Well-tempered Clavichord.

With the termination of his study with Dorn, Schumann

continued his musical studies without the aid of a teacher.

Most men approach music through a systematic technical
discipline, and achieve individuality only with maturity;
Schumann, reversing this process, turns to music at first
simply as to one of several available ways of expressing
a lively imagination, and gains technical skill but
gradually and by arduous effort. 7

Whether Schumann would have been a greater composer had

he not shunned criticism as a young composer is a matter of

conjecture. It is entirely possible that the resulting reg-

imentation might have stifled the originality of his harmony,

melody, and form that flourished particularly in the early

piano works.

In 1831, Schumann made his debut as a critic writing an

article lauding Frederic Chopin who was just becoming known

in Paris. This was only the beginning of his literary en-

deavors, for in 1834, he founded the Neue Zeitschrift fr

Musik. This journal was founded for the primary purposes of

combating the virtuosic style of writing that was tremen-

dously popular at the time and for bringing compositions of

1D. G. Mason, The Romantic Composers, p. 118.
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greater musical value before the public, along with some

tangible judgment of their value. The general musical public

did not seem to realize that much of what they were hearing

was without value from a truly artistic point of view.

At first the Neue Zeitschrift was edited by Frederick

Wieck, Ludwig Schunke, Julius Knorr, and Schumann. However,

by the second year of its publication, Schumann, the chief

visionary of the journal from its very beginning, had become

the sole editor. He continued in this capacity for almost

ten years.18 Schunke, a talented pianist and Schumann's

dearest friend, remained steadfast in his effort to make the

journal a success but died in the second year of its publica-

tion. Indolence and frivolous whims caused the others to

seek less challenging tasks. None of the group except Schu-

mann could edit or write with any degree of excellence, so

the deterioration of the club did not affect the quality of

the journal or the regularity of its publications, for Schu-

mann produced extraordinary results during the next nine

years. "If he had never written a note of music, Schumann's

aphorisms, letters, and essays alone would constitute a

priceless legacy to mankind." 1 9

18 The Neue Zeitschrift flr lusik has been published as
the Zeitschrift f Musik siie 1920. See Willi Apel, editor,
Harvard Dictionaryof music, p. 567.

1 9 Schauffler, of. cit., p. 274.
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During its first year of publication the Neue Zeitschrift
was described as being "published by a soda y of at-
ists and friends of art." The first number of the second
volume was changed to read "published under the direction
of Robert Schumann in ass iation with a number of art-
ists and friends of art."

There were two distinct sides to Schumann's character,

and these two sides were represented in the earlier articles

and piano pieces by the characters of Florestan and Eusebius,

who were merely figments of Schumann's imagination and were

used to contrast the aspects of his own dual nature. Flore-

stan represented the stormy and dashingly active side of his

personality; whereas Eusebius represented the lyrical and

reflective side. They show the influence of Schumann's idol,

J. P. Richter, who had introduced two similarly contrasting

pairs in two of his novels, Fle ;elahre and Siebenkas. Mas-

ter Raro served as the intermediary between Eusebius and

Florestan whose first appearance in Schumann's music was in

his Pianoforte Sonata, 0. 11, begun in 1833 and finished

two years later. They had made their first literary entrance

in an article which Schumann wrote in 1831 entitled "An Opus

2" announcing the advent of Chopin as a composer.

To Schumann those persons who were content with current

prosaic styles and who would not even consider new ideas were

Philistines.21 It was to combat this reactionary element

20Oliver Strunk, Source Readings i Music History, p. 829.
21

To the modern-day German the Philistine represents
everything that is stuffy, narrow, prejudiced, and rea tionary.
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that the bizarre and largely imaginary association called

Davidsbfndler or Davidites was formed, with Florestan and

Eusebius as its nucleus. The name was devised for the organ-

ization by Schumann some three years after the Neue Zeitsch-

rift was begun, and was nothing more than a subjective

association that had originated in his capacious brain. The

liveliness and appeal of the articles in the journal were

augmented by continued reference to this imaginary band.

Actually this realm of fantasy was nothing new to him; it

could even be considered a continuation of Sanssouci, a

boyhood pirates1 den, which Schumann and his schoolmates es-

tablished in a cave on the outskirts of Zwickau. Joseph W.

von Wasliewski (1822-1896) thinks that the Davidsbindler idea

may have stemmed from the poetical ideas of Jean Paul Richter.

This fantasy is very much in evidence in Schumann's early

piano works composed between 1829 and 1839. The Davidsbfndler

consisted not only of imaginary but also of living persons.

In the articles on the DavidsbUndler, Schumann assumes
the names of Florestan and Eusebius. Wieck is personi-
fied by Raro, Banck is represented by Serpentinus, Knorr
is Julius, and the sentiments of Clara Wieck are repre-
sented by the opinion of Chiara. Schumann did not re-
strict his choice of characters to the world of the
living; he wrote to worn: "Mozart was as great a bind-
ler as is Berlioz. t2

Schumann had named the den after the famous Royal
Palace at Potsdam, Russia, which had been built by Frederick
the Great (1712-1786).

23Emil Naumann, History of Music, p. 1037.
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There were other nicknames: Felix Meritis was Mendelssohn,

and Estrella was Ernestine von Fricken. Thus, each person-

ality in the company of Davidites was individualized.

Another interesting and imortant phase of Schumann'ts

life began the same year in which he founded the Neue Zeit-

schrift, for it was in this year that he met Ernestine von

Fricken. She had entered the Wieck household for the purpose

of studying piano with Friedrich Wieck just as Robert had

done some years before. It was not long before Robert and

the seventeen year old Ernestine were in love. The romance

was short-lived, for Ernestine's father decided that she

should return to their home in Asch, Bohemia, after she had

thrown an emotional fit while haughtily denying that she and

Robert had fallen in love with each other. In the exchange

of letters that followed, Schumann soon found that his lady

love was not the profound thinker that he had thought; conse-

quently it was not long before the magic spell that Ernestine

had held over him disappeared. Before the romance had ended,

however, he sent her an Allegro which was inscribed to her,

and completed his first two important scores. One was the

Papillons, 9j. 2, and the other was the Carnaval, Qp. 9. In

addition, there was also written at this time the Symphonic

Etudes, Op. 13, variations on a theme of Father von'Frickents

own composition.
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Clara Wieck was barely fifteen years old when Robert's

love affair with Ernestine ended. Yet, she had harbored

tender feelings toward him throughout his courtship of

Ernestine. At first she had been happy to know that Ernest-

ine also was attracted to her dear friend, but it was not

long before she realized that he was romantically stirred by

the wiles of Ernestine. Thus, she found herself greatly sad-

dened and neglected.

Although Clara's hopes had been painfully diminished by

Robert's affair with Ernestine, they were soon to soar to new

and greater heights. Scarcely six months had elapsed after

the termination of Robert's courtship of Ernestine when he

knew beyond any doubt that he was deeply in love with Clara.

Clara had much charm, a keen intellect, and was deeply de-

voted to him. All of these qualities including her prodi-

gious pianistic feats had been gradually taking their effect

on Robert for a number of years.

Not long after Robert and Clara had confessed to each

other their love, Robert decided to ask Father Wieck for

Clara's hand in marriage; the lovers believed that Wieck's

acceptance would be just a matter of form. They could not

have been more mistakenI Wieck quickly took action and bun-

dled Clara off to Dresden, but not before he had forbidden

her to see Robert again or to correspond with him. At this

time Robert's mother died, shaking his state of stability
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still further. Had it not been for Clara and the hopes he

had for the future, it seems quite possible that insanity

would have resulted.

Actually Wieck had legitimate reasons for objecting to

a union between his daughter and Robert Schumann although

Wieck is usually condemned by most writers.

The harshness of his attitude of course cannot be de-
fended; but it would be well to remember that few could
have predicted, in the year 1836, an alliance which
would godown in musical history as without equal in
oneness of love and endeavor.24

Wieck, of course, was well acquainted with the dangerous

weaknesses of Robert's character.

Schumann was irresponsible, a spendthrift, of undeniable
but erratic creative talent which floated wilfully on
the drift of fancy, in no wise directed by any thought
of material success, or the general understanding.
Lacking a technical mastery for larger form, he had
composed nothing more than a few as yet obscure pieces
and songs. As for his ability as a performer, the
ability by which alone every composer could expect to
earn a livelihood, this simply did not exist. Schumann
had in his usual headlong and ill-considered way ruined
his right hand for life. He might as well expect to
starve before he began. There was in him, as Wieck was
well aware, a tendency toward invalidism surely, toward
insanity possibly. It was such a person whom he was
asked to accept as the helpmate for Clara, the pride of
his life, whom he had painstakingly prepared and started
upon a glorious career. That career would be arduous
and unrelenting in its exactions. It would take all of
her thought, time and energies, involve constant travel.
What pla g was there in such a scheme for an improvident
invalid?

The years from 1835, when Robert openly announced his

love for Clara, until 1840, when they were married, were

John N. Burk, Clara Schumann, p. 112. 25Ibid.
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excruciatingly painful for both of them. They saw each other

very infrequently during this period. Fortunately, they were

successful in maintaining a secret correspondence during the

greater portion of these agonizing years.

Robert went to Vienna in the fall of 1838 in order to

try his fortunes in connection with the Neue Zeitschrift

since life in Leipzig had become unbearable for him. In

Vienna, living upon hopes and stimulated by a congenial mu-

sical atmosphere, he composed several pianoforte works in-

cluding the Arabesque, a. 18, Blumenstfack, a. 19, Humor-

esque, O. 20 Novelletten, 0. 21, and Faschingsschwank aus

Wien, 2.. 26. Shortly before Schumann't s departure to Vienna,

Wieck had conditionally consented to allow Robert and Clara

to marry if they would agree to live in a far off place such

as Vienna. Wieck had firmly believed that Robert would not

leave Leipzig where he was well established as editor-in-chief

of the Neue Zeitschrift. 6 When Wieck learned that his pro-

spective sonein-law had moved to Vienna, he became enraged

and quickly informed Clara that he had no intention of ever

permitting the young couple to marry. This betrayal of

Clara's trust enabled her to endure the stormy years ahead

when she would have to defy her father openly for Robert's

sake.

2 6 Established by Mendelssohn in 1843.
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On September 12, 1840, the day before Clara's twenty-

first birthday, Robert and Clara were finally married after

an entire year of burdensome and painful court proceedings

with Wieck. The court finally decreed that Wieck 's objec-

tions were trivial and without foundation.

The first five years of Schumann's married life were

spent in retirement, occasionally interrupted when he accom-

panied Clara on concert tours. During these years he busied

himself composing many works in several media. The year 1840

found Robert turning his attention to song writing, and before

the year was over he had composed no fewer than 135 songs.

In 1841, his interest turned to the symphony, and this year

saw the completion of three symphonies and the Concerto in A

minor for piano and orchestra. The year 1842, was devoted

entirely to the realm of chamber music; he first made an in-

tensive study of Beethoven's quartets and then wrote the

three string quartets and the Quintet for Piano and Strings,

9. 44. The following year was characterized by choral writ-

ing with the Paradise and the Pe, a secular oratorio being

presented to the public. He also became professor of piano

and composition at the new Leipzig Conservatory in 1843, a

position that brought him neither happiness nor success.

There was a happy note during the year, however, for Papa

Wieck and Robert became reconciled when Clara bore her second

child.
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Because of financial difficulties, Clara toured Russia

in the early part of 1844 where she gave a number of piano

concerts. Robert accompanied her even though he always found

it difficult to fit himself into the undignified position of

mere husband to a celebrated pianist; her marvelous pianistic

feats were always much more appreciated by the public than

were his esoteric compositions. However, Clarats ceaseless

efforts to awaken the musical public to the beauty and origi-

nality of her husband's piano works did more to popularize

them than any other single factor.

Not long after their return from Russia, Robert was be-

set with a serious nervous disorder which had bothered him

intermittently since his boyhood. His memory would often go

blank, he had difficulty sleeping, and he was haunted by a

strange terror of death. The doctors ordered him to rest

from all creative work; so in 1845, after giving up the Neue

Zeitschrift and his position at the Conservatory, Schumann

and his family moved to Dresden where he spent the next six

years. His health improved greatly in 1845, so he went back

to work writing the fugues for piano and organ which he fin-

ished before the year was over. These were followed by the

C major symphony in 1846 and Genoveva in 1848.

It was not long before life in Dresden became almost as

strenuous as it had been in Leipzig. He began to miss the

artistic and intellectual life that he had known for so many
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years in Leipzig, so when Ferdinand Hiller (1811-1885) wrote

Schumann in 1850 asking him to succeed him as director of

secular and sacred music at Dfsseldorf, Schumann quickly ac-

cepted. While in Dusseldorf Schumann produced several works

including the Faust music, Manfred, the Wood-scenes, his

Mass, Reuiem, and many songs and instrumental compositions.

However, Schumann was a poor conductor and was never happy

or successful when working with a large group of people.

Dissatisfaction sprang up, and in 1853, he resigned. In

spite of the many problems that confronted Schumann through-

out the year, he did find one reason for rejoicing, for it

was in this year that Johannes Brahms,(1833-1897) entered the

Schumann household. The genius of Brahms, only twenty years

old at the time, was immediately recognized and nurtured by

Schumann. The last article that Schumann wrote for the Neue

Zeitschrift was devoted to the introduction of Brahms to the

German public.27

It became evident in 1854 that Schumann was hopelessly

sick. The improvement at Dresden had been only temporary.

At first he was haunted by a single musical tone, then by

broken melodies which he attempted to take down. He became

fearful of what he might do in an unguarded moment and begged

27 Extracts of the letters of the Schumannst have appeared
in the Neue Zeitschrift ffir Musik as late as 1915. Ferdinand
Schumann7Brahms and Clara Schumann,t " The Musical Quarterly,
II (Jan.-Oct., 1916), 507.
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to be taken to an asylum, but his wish was not complied with

until he attempted suicide by throwing himself from a bridge

into the Rhine River. Some boatmen who happened to be nearby

saved him. After this escapade he was confined in a private

asylum in Endenich. He remained in the asylum until his

death on July 29, 1856.



CHAPTER II

SOE CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHUMANN S

COMPOSITIONS FOR THE PIANO

Introduction

The music composed during the latter part of Beethoven's

life, until the advent of compositions by such composers as

Mendelssohn, Chopin, Schumann, and Liszt, was, for the most

part, extremely shallow. Dry classicism was the order of the

day, for the composers that were active at the time merely

met the superficial requirements of such forms as the sonata,

rondo, and concerto. They did not possess the necessary

genius to give greater meaning to the forms.1

Virtuosity, indeed, had its heyday in the thirties and
forties. True, there had always been virtuosos in the
sense of accomplished masters of the voice or some in-
strument; all the great composers of whom the history
of older music speaks were admirable singers or players,
but their ability was in the service of creative work
(I am not speaking of the castrati and divas of the
opera around 1700).

The instrumental virtuosos of the earlier part of
the nineteenth century were different. They concentrated
on playing, and composed their pieces of doubtful musical
value in the service of boastful bravura technique. In-
credibly spoiled, adored, deified, they toured from
country to country, from city to city, exhibited the
glittering, empty passages of their etudes brillantes
and paraphrases of popular operatic melodies and

Ernest Hutcheson, The Literature of the Piano, p. 153.
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distracted the interest of music from creative art to
dazzling, acrobatic dexterity.2

Even musical criticism was in a state of stagnancy, for

the only musical periodical that was being published at the

time was the Allgmeine MusikalischeLZeitung, edited by

G. W. Fink, a periodical which had little, if any, influence

on public opinion.

But the narrow view taken of criticism in that periodi-
cal, its innane mildness of judgment - Schumann used to
call it "Honigpinselei" or "Honey daubing" - its lenity
towards the reigning insipidity and superficiality,
could not but provoke contradiction from young people
of high aims . . . The periodical called Caecilia, pub-
lished by Schott, which had been in existence since
1824, was unfitted for the general reader both by its
contents and by the fact of its publications in parts.
The Berliner Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung conducted
by M Tarx,had come&to an eri TiiTF3-

The exploitation of the virtuoso technique was particu-

larly true in piano music; Henri Herz (1806-1888), Carl

Czerny (1791-1857), Franz Hftnten (1793-1878), Sigismund Thal-

berg (1812-1872), and Alexander Dreyschock (1818-1869), were

the chief idols of the day. The fact that little of their

music has survived them is sufficient commentary on the mu-

sical worth of their compositions. The brilliant but often

musically insignificant style typical of these composers is

also much in evidence in the operatic works of Gioachino

Rossini (1792-1868), and the orchestral works of Johann

Curt Sachs, Our Musical Herita e, pp. 335-336.
3George Grove, Dictionary of Music and Musicians Vol. IVthird edition, p. 653.
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Strauss (1804-1849), the elder, to mention only two. The

lack of genuine substance in most of the works of these and

other nearly forgotten composers greatly disturbed Schumann

and two of his contemporaries, Chopin and Liszt. Because of

their growing dissatisfaction with the state of musical com-

position, they eventually saved music from the shallowness

into which it had fallen. Mendelssohn did not feel the need

of combating the virtuosity of the time since he was too com-

pletely a past master of music; he did not have a burning

desire to revolutionize the style of composition of his pred-

ecessors.

Schumann's article in the Neue Zeitschrift, evaluating

Herz's Second Concerto,_Q. 74, gives a good account of the

problems Schumann faced in elevating the taste of the musical

public to music of lasting value.

What is he trying to do but be amusing and become rich
at the same time? Does he, in so doing, impel anyone
to love or praise Beethoven's last quartets the less?
Does he invite comparison with these works? Is he npt
rather the most giddy fop, who never makes anyone lift
a finger to play-and least of all does he lift his own-
except to secure money and fame? And is it not ridicu-
lous, the absurd anger of Classical Philistines, who
with goggle eyes and drawn spears have now for ten years
stood armed and defended themselves, that he might not
come too near to their children and their children's
children with his un-Classical music, while they secretly
themselves took delight in it? If the critics, immedi-
ately on the ascent of this comet which has aroused so
much talk, had correctly appraised his distance from
the vicinity of our artistic sun and had not by their
hubbub given him a significance that he himself could
scarcely have conceived for his own work, we should long
since have recovered from this artistic cold-in-the-head.
The fact that he even now hastens to his end with giant
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steps lies in the customary nature of things. The pub-
lic will at last become weary even of its plaything and
throw it idly into the corner. Towards that end a
younger generation has arisen, 'With strength in its arms
and the courage to use it . .

The composer who had created this new ideal of virtuosity

was not a pianist, but a violinist, Nicolo Paganini.

Paganini belongs to an older generation than the Roman-
tics; he was born in Genoa, in 1782. But even if he
himself was anything but a Romantic, he impressed the
Romantics strongly as being a Romantic personality, a
Hof fmannesque figure .5

He was able to captivate not only the masses but also musical

giants such as Schumann and Chopin. His unique technical

wizardry, and the expressive power of his cantilena held his

listeners completely under his spell.

When the time was ripe for revolt against this insipid

state into which music had fallen, Schumann quickly accepted

the challenge of correcting it through his articles in the

Neue Zeitschrift, and through his own musical compositions.

He founded a new romantic school, shifting from worship of

form for its own sake to insistence on original works con-

taining significant ideas.6

The piano works of Schumann, to a great degree, define

the romantic movement, a movement which was begun in Germany

during the latter part of the eighteenth century by certain

4Alfred Einstein, Music in the Romantic Era, p. 202.

Ibid., p. 203. 6Hutcheson, of. cit., p. 155.
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writers such as Ludwig Tieck and Novalis. This group of

writers, distressed with the meaningless literary outpourings

of a vast majority of their contemporaries, looked to the

literature and culture of the Middle Ages for inspiration.

They finally adopted the term "Romantic" as an expression of

the spirit of the Romanesque. From this movement musicians

developed a taste f r the fanciful and emotional, and in

actuality, music proved to be a more fertile ground for ro-

mantic tendencies than any of the other arts. Briefly, we

might sAy that musical romanticism is characterized as an

art which emphasizes the subjective and emotional possibili-

ties in music and almost completely neglects the structural

point of view.

More than any other composer Schumann represents
for pianists that movement of romanticism which followed
the great German Classical Period. Youth was busy as
usual discovering and reforming the world. Mendelssohn
was a belated classicist, Weber was chiefly concerned
with the theater, Chopin was a foreigner, and Schumann
bore the pianists' banner of the best German lyrical
feeling. It is in this respect that he should be con-
sidered and only in this light is he fully understood.8

According to Finney, the piano was Schumann's natural

medium of expression; he had a wealth of instrumental color

in writing for the piano but very little when writing for

other media.

7Willi Apel, editor, Harvard Ditin of Music, p. 649.

Albert Lockwood, Notes on the Literature of the Piano,
p. 173.
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His writing for the piano demonstrates to a remark-
able degree what his writing for orchestra lacked, a
fine sense of instrumental color. Instrumental color
had been recognized before the nineteenth century, but
it remained for the romanticist to add to it rhythm,
melody, and harmony as one of music's best resources.

His choral works are those of a great musician rather than of

a composer adept in handling massed voices. Actually most of

his songs are duets for piano and voice; the piano plays a

more prominent role in the early songs than does the voice,

but the later songs lend equal importance to the piano and

the voice. His symphonies, overtures, and string quartets

are impressive when one considers their imagination and

wealth of feeling, but their scoring leaves much to be de-

sired. There can be little doubt that Schumann's high rank

among great composers has been gained largely through his

works for the piano. "It is significant that the piano works

exceed in number the total of Schumann's other instrumental

compositions."10

Maitland contends that Schumann's piano music offers us

a complete picture of himself, which is quite unusual since

most of the great masters of music can be judged only by

taking their works as a whole. He indicates that this fact

may be true even for those who are unfamiliar with Schumann's 1

9T. M. Finney, History of Music, p. 443.

10Hutcheson, of. it., p. 155.

11J. A. Fuller Maitland, Schumann't s Pianoforte Works,
p. 58.
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works for other media, such as the songs, chamber works, and

symphonies. However, it should be added that some authori-

ties feel that the picture would be incomplete if one were to

judge the composer by his piano works alone.

Schumann's close contact with the literary world had a

tremendous effect on his early piano works, which constantly

refer to all sorts of extramusical interests. A great delight

of his was to equip his pieces, such as the Abegg Variations,

Op. 1, with an ingenious and amusing series of allusions to

places and people, real and fictitious, which really seem

like a running commentary of footnotes on the music. Many

works consist of rather short pieces of the simplest form,

bound to each other by a common title and by a whimsical idea

in his mind. There are many examples of this, such as Fanta-

siestficke, a. 12., and Bunte Bltter, Q. 99. Most of the

short pieces are grouped in sets and are usually connected by

a poetic idea. Single pieces are sometimes constructed by

putting together several unrelated short forms with a repe-

tition of one or more, rendering a rondo effect. Davids-

bfndlertanze, j. 6, and Faschingsschwank, p.9 26, can be

cited as representative examples of this. Schumann uses

these same devices in his later piano works also. Each sepa-

rate piece portrays a certain mood or character.

In reality, the piano works are not to be classified as

program music in the true sense of the term, for they were
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poetically inspired. The descriptive titles of the Fantasie-

sttcke, 0. 12, and Kinderscenen, 5. 1, and others were in-

vented and affixed to the compositions after they had been

written. Thus, they are not program music, for the titles

merely serve to induce appropriate moods for performance.

Schumannt s short piano works and the short pieces com-

prising larger works are characterized by a tremendous amount

of solidity and vigor, a compression of ideas into the small-

est space, and a noticeable departure from the classical

style with its flowing outlines, cantabile themes, and scale

and arpeggio ornamentation. His unit is the chord with much

chromatic harmony and sudden and unpredictable modulation.

The lower parts frequently are given melodic freedom. Inter-

locked chords are used quite often in his works to give un-

usual balances of tone.1 2

Fig. 1.--Fantasie, _On. 1, mm. 3-4

1 2Hutcheson, o;. cit., p. 156.
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There are really not many fundamental differences be-

tween Schumannts first and later piano compositions; all of

them are full of surprises, joys, and disappointments. Most

of the purely musical devices found in the earlier composi-

tions can be found in the later works also. The later works

do, however, call for less virtuosity on the part of the

pianist. There are fewer wide leaps, stretches, and diffi-

cult cross-hand passages. The melodic content becomes more

obvious, and the rhythmic displacements are fewer even though

the texture is frequently as intricate as it was in the com-

positions of the first period. The basses become heavier,

the part-writing lacks clarity, more feminine endings occur,

and repetition is found in greater abundance. In addition

one finds a more mature Schumann paying less attention to

the personal whims and fancies that had dominated his works

in the first period.

The fictitious characters, the mottoes, the stage direc-
tions, the whole elaborate machinery of allusion to
extra-musical interests, are forgotten, and the inter-
est of the music itself becomes all in all . .
Schumann's change of attitude was simply an unusually
striking case of what happens to every perceptive mind
when experience has been sufficiently assimilated. The
anxieties, doubts, fears, and disappointments connected
with his courtship of Clara Wieck probably did more than
anything e ge to chasten and steady his character at
this t ime.

Such works as the Vogel als Propet, Op. 82, Versteckens and

Gespenstermrrchen, _E. 85, and the second Fantasiestfick,

3D. G. Mason, The Romantic Composers, pp. 125-127.
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_. 11l, are among Schumannts finest piano compositions of

the later period. These works remind the hearer of many of

the earlier characteristic pieces14 although there is a

definite tendency for most of the later works to indicate a

change of mood from the poetic to the prosaic.

Schumann used the piano, an instrument which had been

greatly improved in the early part of the nineteenth century,

to better advantage than had his predecessors. As a youth

he had discovered many new sounds through his amazing facil-

ity at improvisation. Often he would depress the sustaining

pedal for a seemingly interminable length of time while he

proceeded to experiment with many clusters of tones; this

led to some wonderful new tonal and sound effects, and, even-

tually to some highly original devices.

The tone in many of Schumannts piano works is often mas-

sive with the chord extended beyond the octave, and at times

it is difficult to sustain the full harmony with only the

fingers in his wide spread arpeggiated harmonies; this is a

very important characteristic, for it points out one of the

main differences between the early Romanticism of Beethoven

and Schubert and the full-fledged Romanticism of Chopin,

The term "characteristic piece" refers to such short
works as the bagatelle, impromptu, and fantasia. Whereas
many of the Romantic composers included a number of pieces
under one collective title, Schumann went so far as to choose
separate names for each piece. An example of this is theFantasiestticke, Op. 12. See Willi Apel, editor, Harvard
Dictionary of Music, p. 132.



Schumann, Liszt, and Brahms. The pedal is often the only

means of sustaining the harmonies.

c~~nii rr~ IL 'I

FiC. 2.--Fantasie, O. 17, rm. 342-343

The new tonal and sound effects for which Schumann

strove often presented technical difficulties that were new

to pianists of the day. Some of the difficulties are visual

and can be observed by comparing Schumann t s works with those

of an earlier composer such as Schubert. One finds Schubertts

notation to be clean and clear, whereas Schumannts is fre-

quently cluttered and nebulous.15 Of course, the effect that

is attained in performing compositions by the earlier compo-

sers is essentially the same, assuming that the performer is

discreet and makes proper use of the pedal.

There were departures which were entirely new to the

literature of the piano. In the last movement of Papillons,

1 5A good example of this contrast can be found by com-
paring the opening bars of the Schubert Piano Sonata, 2. 53,
and the Kreisleriana, Op. 16, INo. 1, of e'umann.

MN r
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Op. 2, Schumann ts unique juxtaposition of contrasting themes

is worthy of note. The sonority obtained by the use of

double-note passages in the Toccata, 2. 7, and the use of

wide skips in certain movements of Carnaval, .. 9, also

deserve mention as new devices.16

There are strong unprepared dissonances, seemingly pre-

mature entrances of chords and delays of the ones which we

expect. In addition, there are sudden transitions that

temporarily destroy the listener's train of thought and lead

him into the realm of the unknown. These totally unexpected

transitions seem quite indicative of the composers unstable

nature, but undoubtedly are due in part to his desire to

create something new.

Although Schumann's theoretical knowledge was not ex-

tensive when compared with that of many of the other great

composers, the harmonic structure of his works is extremely

effective and original. He creates pleasing masses of sound

and progressions which enable the listener to enjoy his many

beautiful melodies more fully. Concerning harmony, Schumann

had this to say: "Frelody may be compared to chess: the

queen, viz., harmony." The subsequent illustration is an

example of overlapping harmony and anticipation with the bass

anticipating the new harmony and producing a restless sound.

1 6 Albert E. Wier, The Piano, p. 132.

17 Venable, op_. ci ., p. 117.
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Fig. 3.--Fantastic Pieces, "In the Night," 9. 12, mnw. 73-75

Crossing rhythms and clashing of antagonistic notes were

favorite devices of Schumann. Although Des Abends is in two-

eight tine, great care must be taken in order to avoid the

feeling of a three-eight pulsation, for the latter pulsation

would endanger the basic meter.

Fig. 4.--Fantastic Pieces, "Evenings," 9Q. 12, xmr. 7-8

Schumann also relied on cross accents to express humor and

caprice as did Beethoven.



The vigor of the rhythms in many of Schumann's pieces is

continuous, and short notes in dotted rhythms as well as

countless devices for intensifying accentuation five a won-

derful elastic quality to his works. The following example

from Faschingsschwanki aus Wien, Op. 26, is an excellent il-

lustration of Schumann s use of syncopation and unexpected

accentuations.

ti

Top
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Fig. 5.--Carnival Jest from Vienna, Op. 26, mm. 115-120

Schumann has been criticized for writing in the above manner.

Many think that the notation is unnecessarily complex and

that the effect would be the same to the hearer if the ac-

cents were placed on instead of off the beat. The fact re-

mains that Schumann would not have written the section as he

did had he not had in mind a specific effect, that of rest-

lessness. It is up to the performer to put this rather

subtle idea across to his listeners. The necessary down

beat, :impossible to give with the hands, can be indicated,

at least to some extent, by putting the pedal down on the



first beat. While this is not a technical difficulty,

strictly speaking, this problem is one example of the careful

musicianship required in the intelligent interpretation of

Schumann's works.

The melodies in most of Schumann's piano works are both

beautiful and spontaneous; he seldom experienced difficulty

in composing a needed melody. Such works as the "Chopin" and

"Aveu" from Carnaval, R. 9, the very famous "Traumerei,"

. l5 No. 7, and the F sharp major Romanza, a. 28, are but

four of many works which attest to his marvelous talent for

melodic writing. Because of rhythmical monotony some of his

piano works that are performed fairly regularly in concert

would be reduced to obscurity were it not for the beautiful

melodic lines.

In some of Schumann's compositions the main melodic

voice may cross other voices a number of times, so that it

appears as the highest note in one harmony, the lowest in an-

other, and in a middle voice of still another. Also, the

notes of the accompaniment and those of the melody may be

divided between the right and left hands in a manner first

employed by Schumann.18 In such an instance the melody may

not be immediately evident to the eye. Schumann wrote in

this manner for harmonic purposes.

1 8 Ibid., p. 102..



Fig. 6.--Kreisleriana, Op. 16, rm. 24-26

The following example is an applied notation of the same pas-

sage. In this instance the melody is much more clearly de-

fined.

Fig. 7.--Kreisleriana, Qp. 16

Apparently Schumann assumed that the interpreter would be a

thorough musician for whom it would not be necessary to indi-

cate the melody more clearly. There can be little doubt

that the lack of clarity of Schumann's notation is one of the

reasons that numerous students shy away from many of his

1 9 Ibid., 101.



piano works; this is true when viewed from an aural as well

as from a visual standpoint.

The type of technique required for the execution of

Schumannit s piano works is quite different from that required

by his predecessors. In the main, his piano works demand

that the pianist use a wide spread hand in order to perform

the many arpeggiated figures in his compositions. Much

elasticity is needed in the arms if the large masses of

chords, which are found in abundance in his works, are to be

performed correctly and without undue fatigue.

In his early works Schumann had much success in con-

densing and expressing the many varied suggestions that came

from non-musical sources. He also enjoyed translating let-

ters of the Alphabet into their corresponding tones, a prac-

tice that probably oringinated when it was observed by Bach

that his name could be spelled musically. This was accom-

plished easily since B flat in German notation is equivalent

to our B, and our B natural is called H in German.

Fig. 8.--B A C H

20
Hutcheson, of. citp., p. 155.
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In Carnaval, o. 9, Schumann used as the basis for the mo-

tives in most of the pieces the four letters 2rofm his own

name that could be spelled musically--SCHA. The soime four

letters spell ASCH, the Bohemian town where Ernestine von

Fricken lived. The S is accounted for by the Gerran expres-

sion for E flat--Es. One piece in Carnaval is entitled

Sphinxes, and a riddle it most certainly is; Pianists to

this day argue among themselves as to whether or not this

very brief piece was actually to be played in public perform-

ance. It consists entirely of the two arrangements of these

four letters, first SCHA, then ASCHi, presented in breves.

VIVAM

t E

Fig. 9.--Carnaval "Arlequin," Op. 2, mr. 1-3

Carnaval probably typifies the many facets of Schurmann s

character better than any of his other works. In this work

the members of the Band of David decide to attend a masquer-

ade. Among those present are Eusebius, Florestan, Chiarina

(Clara Wieck), Chopin, Estrella (Ernestine von Fricken), and

Paganini. In addition, the leading characters of the
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cormedia dell' arte, Pierrot, Arlequin, Pantalon et Columbine,

are present. In the final number, 2 1 the ITarche des Davids-

bindler contre des Philistines, the Band of David, gather

their forces and march against the Philistines, defeating

them to the strains of the "Grossvatertanz,"2 a seventeenth

century theme which Schumann uses to represent the Philis .
23

tines.

Schumann had a scintillating wit and used it to good

effect not only in Carnaval but in other works as well. One

of the most outstanding and best known examples of his clev-

erness is found in the Faschinsschwank aus lien, O. 26.

In this composition he played a joke on the Viennese censors,

who had caused him much trouble in his business negotiations,

by inserting the liarseillaise in a weakly disguised manner.

At the time, the performance of this French revolutionary

song was forbidden in Austria.

Li

*
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Fig. l&.--Carnival Jest :rom Vienna, Op. 2C, . 223-3Ou

2 1 There are twenty-one numbers in Carnaval.
2 2 Schumann also used "Grossvatertanz" in Papillons, OD. .
2 3 Hutcheson, o2. cit., p. 162.

f I
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Scale passages, Alberti basses, arpeggios, and trills

are shunned in Schumaann's works although sequences are preva-

lent throughout. In Figure 11 we have an example of his ovn

adaptation of the Alberti bass; it also shows one of his

rhythmical devices. Notice the difficult reaches in the left

hand. It is evident here that Schtmiann is definitely getting

away fron the old Alberti bass.

.lL. *

) $'vf veGt, r'lA efl,0RC*'O

Ls ll.--Symphonic Etudes, 0. 15 do. 11 m. 2

Another of Schumann's devices was to release, one by one,

all the tones of the harmony which is best illustrated in

i-u r e 1 2 2 4_ i ..ro 12. The~L WeW(ect c;.reat is C'SthCr istful.

2 4 Venable, 2_. cit., p. 176.

r
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Both Schumann and Chopin departed from the classical

notation of slurs. They attempt to cover actual phrases by

their slurs. Pianistically, this is a more appropriate

method. They do not close the slur at every possible oppor-

tunity, as did their predecessors, but they take the other

extreme and ignore minor interruptions of the legato.

I 
y.

Fig. 13.--Grand Sonata Io. 1 F [ minor, . , zm. 2-5

Below we have an example of hoT the pianist would play the

above passage.

Fig. 14.--Grand Sonata 'o. 1 ? minor, Or. 11, imm. 1-3

Schumann preferred to write out the mprdent in notes of

exact value. This is frequently done when the mordent is to

be played as a triplet and has become a coninon practice among

modern composers.

2OHutcheson, 22. cit., p. 157.
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Fig. lb.--:unte ltter,' "ovelette," _ 9.0, m 1-3

An embellishment which Schumann used several times in

his later piano compositions to portray a mature and reflec-

tive mood was the appoggiatura. "The Prophet Bird" with its

persistent use of appoggiaturas is probably the best example

of his manner of writing the appoggiatura.

Fig. 16.--Forest Scenes, "The Prophet Bird," Op. 82, m. 3

Schumann was constantly experimenting with the pedal,

which was at the tine a relatively new addition to the piano.

In the following example it appears that he does not know

just what he wants. The indicated pedaling would blur the

entire harmony. In all probability, he was still in the
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process of experimenting with new ideas of resonance and

echo. 2 6 He required a greater and more persistent use of

the pedal for making his piano works sound as they should

than did any of his predecessors. 2 7

Fig. 17.--Carnival Jest from Vienna, "Intermezzo," Op. 26,
x . 14~l~5

In the concluding portion of the "Larventanz" from the

Papillons, Op. 2, two motives are combined over an organ

point on a bass D. It would seem that Schumann had a

26One must remember that in Schumann's piano music "the
pedal is seldom indicated in print, but a free use of it is
in the right tradition." :aitland, . cit., p. 10.

27Edward Dannreuther, 'The Oxford History of Llusic (VI),
246.



premonition of the future sostenuto Dedal, for the low D is

expected to be held under shiftin harmonies for twenty-six

measures.

In "Paganini," from Carnaval, ;;e find a bold and

striking pedal effect. The ppp chord, touched extremely

lightly, is drowned in the roar of the preceding Sf and is

audible only after the pedal is changed.

A pfp

_ 11.-!ar(v i "P r'uni . l , . 3t -37

There are certain inconsistencies in Schumann's works

which should not be overlooked. Below (2) we have an example

of his inconsistency in writing accaciaturas. The bass note

in eahh case is not to be short, for neither is an embellish-

ing tone; each is a bass tone. It is interesting to note

that both figures, marked (1) and (2), are to be played in

228

the same manner, as somewhat sustained bass-tones.

28Venable, off. cit., pp. 58-159.

-9.1.1 a m &Z
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Fig. 19.--Porest Scenes, "The Departure," . 2o. 8, :m.13-l5

In a letter written to L!oscheles concerning the difficulty in

findin, adequate notation for a somewhat similar passage in

the Carnaval, . 9, Schumann wrote to Loscheles:

You must pardon many things in my manner of setting down
the notes. I really did not know how to write the three
A t s above each other.

Fig. 20 Fig. 21

produces a different effect; the high A s should only
create a faint lingering echo, and so I could not think
of any way to write it but 29

Fig. 2 J

2 9 Ibid., p. 60.



Another of Schumann's shortcomings is the repetitious-

ness of rhythmical patterns in many of his works which be-

comes exceedingly monotonous at times. In the Abegg

Variations, a. 1, the followinC rhythmical figure is con-

stantly overworked.

Fig. 23

Another example of an overworked rhythmical figure can be

found in the 1st and 3rd trios of the Faschingsschwank,

2L. 26.

iL1W

Fig. 24

Further, the complexity of Schumann + s rhythm is often too

great an obstacle for the average listener to overcome.

Schumann s incursions into the field of rhythm led him
to results that can scarcely be comprehended by the
listener without reference to, or intimate knowledge of
the printed page; he frequently extended his syncopations
beyond the limits Where the mind can grasp the signifi-
cance of the heavily accented offbeats.30

30 Wier, The Piano, p. 133.
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Schumann was rich in musical ideas but frequently ex-
perienced great difficulty in developing them in his large

works. He was not a clear thinker and seldom mastered his
thought or idea to the extent that it became a finished ex-

pression; this was true in both his literary and musical

compositions. Iost of the time his material is intensively

subjective and is effective only in the short pieces and pas-

sages which represent him at his best. He lacked that large

sense of design which would have enabled him successfully to
relate several of the fragments into a sonata or symphony.

There are pages of great harmonic, rhythmic, and melodic

beauty in his larger compositions (particularly in his sym-
phonies), where his inability to develop and draw these

beautiful fragments together into a unit is one of his most

glaring shortcomings.31

This chapter has been a brief resume of some of the most
characteristic examples of Schumannts piano writing. His
works for this medium revealed many new possibilities in

piano music. In broadening the whole gamut of its emotional
expression, a new technique was demanded that would be
equally at home in enlarged progressions and in the intricate

patterns of subtle melodic suggestions.

31 Wallace Brockway and Herbert Weinstock, .en of Music,p.312. sc
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Together with Chopin and Liszt--yet quite independentof either--he must be regarded as the founder of themodern piano-technique, exploiting the utmost possibili-
ties of the instrument. 3 2

At first pianists did not wish to comply with these

unusual technical demands since they were far more difficult

and required greater insight than what they had been accus-

tomed to. Consequently, it took many years for Schumann s

piano works to gain the high position in piano literature

which they so justly deserve.

Theodore Baker, editor, Biogrphical Dictionary ofMusicians, p. 995.--



CHAPTER III

CONCLUSIONS

Schumann understood the piano, and the happiest and most

characteristic pieces that he wrote were for that instrument.

He did not understand the special character of the chamber

ensemble and the orchestra and too often treated them as ex-

panded pianos. Even in the field of the lied where he had

few peers, he did not always assign to the voice, music which

was best adapted to its peculiar genius,

His musical ideas seemed endless, but his manner of ex-

pressing them was often determined by nothing more compelling

than the mode of expression that happened to suit his fancy
at the moment. Coupled with this problem of musical choice

was the failure of his attempts to project his ideas on a

large scale. His material is extremely subjective, and is

suited particularly to those short pieces and passages which,
in fact, represent him at his best. He apparently lacked

that sense of large design which would have enabled him to
relate successively several of these fragments into a sonata

or even a symphony; he just could not, as a rule, organize or

1vallace Brockway and Herbert Weinstock, Men and Music,
p. 312. --- ----

51
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expand his inspirations effectively in spite of the fact that

his gift for originality seldom failed him.

Schumann began his career as a composer without a thor-

ough grounding in some of the rudiments of composition. He

did, however, know many of the laws of construction but un-

derrated their importance. One of the main reasons for this

neglect was the fact that a large number of his works consist

of short detached pieces, in which there is neither need nor

desire for an elaborate system of construction.

He was frequently careless about exact form and seemed

to be trying experiments with patterns, harmonies, and

styles. Many of his works are over-crowded with material

which is awkwardly treated. His marked tempo and other in-

dications of expression seem incomprehensible at times. A

good example of the latter is found in the Sonata in G minor,

mentioned also in Chapter III, where we find the directions

"as fast as possible," followed by "faster" and then by

"still faster."

On the other hand, there is much to be said on behalf

of Schumann's compositions.

Though Schumann is rarely beyond criticism technically,
though his weaknesses in construction, in form, in poly-
phony, and in orchestral treatment are evident, yet the
emotional power of his music is so great that in the
works of his best and earliest period he reaches his
aim in spite of his handicaps. In many of the Schumann
melodies there are a poignant expression, a cry of the
heart, a touching accent, a purity and sincerity of
feeling so irresistible in their effect that even after
a century his strange expressive power has not
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perceptibly lost its strength. What ties souls to Schu-
mann is not his intellectual achievement, which is very
slight in comparison with that of other great masters,
but the emotional aspect of his music. In this field
his achievements are indeed almost incomparable, and
the strange, magical charm that emanates from his music
has been one of strongest factors in shaping later mu-
sic in Germany, France, and Russia. The Schumannesque
melodic type is noticeable fifty years later. Gounod
and Saint-Saens, Bizet, Cesar Franck, and Massanet are
full of it; Liszt, Rubinstein, Brahms, Tschaikovsky,
Borodine, and Rimsky-Korsakoff revel in it . . . There
is hardly anything in the immense compass of music that
equals certain Schumann melodies in the power of
evoking strong emotion, of making tears rush to the
eyes, of arousing outbursts of delight-and all this is
accomplished with a touching purity and sincerity, a
chasteness of feeling very different from Chopin's sen-
suous refinement, frog Wagner's burning passion and vo-
luptuous impetuosity.-

The music of Schumann impresses one with its meaning.

The familiar rhythms, melodies, and harmonies, woven together

into patterns of euphony, are present, but strangely enough

those patterns oease to be conventional designs and become

pictures. Schumannts imagination fills his music with images

of sights and sounds and peoples it with figures of the world

that we live in. Although his music is born of poetic ideas,

it is never bound by them. His usual purpose is not to tell

a definite story, but to awaken the imagination of his listen-

ers. He wanted to convey his poetic ideas to his listeners,

and in order to do this, he gave his pieces fanciful titles,

mottoes, and quotations; he was the first composer to do this.

The titles that Schumann gave to so much of his music do not

2 Hugo Leichtentrilt, =usic, History, and Ideas, p. 214.
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limit the listener's imaginings. Even though one could

hardly supply the titles from hearing his pieces, yet know-

ing them beforehand, the listener can better appreciate

Schumann's tone picturing.

Schumann wrote his most significant and original works

at the beginning of his career as a composer. The freshness

and poetic expression that prove so captivating in the early

works are not so noticeable in the later piano works. His

vivid imagination and momentary inspiration were with him

until his mental illness began, but his logical sense and

power of self-criticism gradually declined as he grew older.

Schumann rose to great heights for short intervals. He

possessed enthusiasm, humor, charm, and eloquence. Such

qualities have kept his music alive and have provided his

listeners with lasting pleasure. Much of his music repre-

sents the nobility and warm--heartedness that characterized

early Romanticism at its best.

Homer Ulrich, Synphonic Music, p. 183.



APPENDIX

CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF THE PIANO WORKS

FOR TWO HANDS OF ROBERT SCHUMANN1

Op. 1 Variations of the name "Abegg."

Op. 2 Papillons

Op. 3 Studies after Paganini

Op. 4 Intermezzi

Op. 5 Impromptus on a theme of Clara Wieck

Op. 6 Davidsbtlndlertanze

Op. 7 Toccata

Op. 8 Allegro

Op. 9 Carnaval, Scenes mignonnes sur quatre notes

Op. 10 Studies after Paganini

Op . 11 Sonata, F# minor

Op. 12 Fantasiestticke ("Fantastic Pieces")
Des Abends
Aufrschwung
Warum?
Grillen
In der Nacht
Fabel
Traume swirren
Ende von Lied

Op. 13 Etudes symphoniques

Op. 14 Sonata, Fm (Konzert ohne orchester)

Albert Lockwood, Notes on the Literature of the Piano
pp. 172-173. ~
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Op. 15 Scenes from Childhood
Von fremden Landern
Curiose Geschichte
Has che-Mann
Bittendes Kind
GlUckes genug
Wichtige Begebenheit
Trabnerei
Am Camin
Ritter vom Steckenpferd
Fast zu erst
FUrchtenmachen
Der Dichter spricht

Op. 16 Kreisleriana, eight pieces

Op. 17 Fantasia in C

Op. 18 Arabesque

Op. 19 Blumenstfick

Op. 20 Humoresque

Op. 21 Eight Novelettes

Op. 22 Sonata, G m

Op. 23 Nachstficke ("Four Nocturnes")

Op. 26 Faschingschwank aus Wien ("Vienna Carnival Pranks")

Op. 28 Three Romances; Bbm, F#, B

Op. 32 Scherzo, Gigue, Romance, Fughetta

Op. 46 Andante and Variations, for two pianos

Op. 54 Concerto Am

Op. 56 Six Studies for the pedal piano

Op. 58 Four Studies for the pedal piano

Op. 66 Bilder aus dem Osten (four hands)

Op. 68 Album for the young, forty-three short pieces

Op. 72 Four Fugues
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Op. 76 Four Marches

Op. 82 Wood Scenes (No. 7 is "Vogel als Prophet")

Op. 85 Twelve pieces for Four Hands for Great and Small

Op. 92 Introduction and Allegro, with orchestra

Op. 99 Bunte Blatter, fourteen short pieces
Three Little Pieces: A, Em, E
Albunmblltter: F#, Bm, Ab, Eb.
Novelette, Bin
March, Din
Abendmusik, Bb
Scherzo, Gm
Geschwindmarsch, Gm

Op. 109 Nine Characteristic Pieces (four hands)

Op. 111 Three Fantasy Pieces, Cm, Ab, Cm

Op. 118a Three Sonatas for the Young

Op. 122 Recitations with Piano Accompaniment
Der Haidenknabe
Die Fllchtlinge

Op. 124 Albumblhtter, twenty short pieces

Op. 126 Seven Pieces, in form of short fugues

Op. 130 The Children's Ball (four hands)

Op. 134 Introduction and Allegro, Din, with orchestra

Schumann left some alternatives and additions to his composi-

tions which follow:

Op. 46 Andante and Variations, was first published for
two pianos, two violin cellos, and two horns

Presto, a movement originally intended for the Fm Sonata,
Op. 14.

Variations, the nonincorporated variations of the Etudes
Symphoniques are now printed in the Schirmer edition.
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It is interesting to note that the melody of the Aria,
from the Sonata Op. 11 was used also for a song called
"To Anna." The andante of the G minor Sonata has been
similarly used. Breitkopf published all these pieces in
the complete edition.
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